Educational material for Erasmus + project “HOME”: Adampol / Polonezkӧy

Subject:
“Knowlege about Adampol /Polonezkӧy / and VIP of the
village. “
Aims:
1. Integration of participants
2. Memorizing grammatical structures and informations
3. Learning by activity
4. Using information
5. Ability to work in a team

Part I :

Start of the film: 5. 40. Min.
Start of the quiz; 5/6 questions: 5 min.
Quiz questions:
QUIZ : / 2 participants /; one of them will be a winner
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Participant 1
What does the name Adampol refer to?
a/ to the name of Adam
b/ to Poland
c/ to the land
d/ to the Poles

Participant 2
Were the Poles in the 19th century
exiled to Turkey as well as to other
countries?
a/ yes
b/ no
c/ no because Turkey is far away
from Poland
d/ that is completely impossible
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Is Adampol the name of the Polish village on the
Bosphorus settled in the 19th century?
a/ yes
b/ no
c/ it is the name of the Polish village founded in
1967 in Turkey
d/ no, it is a name of a village in Poland

Does the village – Adampol still exist
in Turkey?
a/ yes, but it has a different name
b/ no
c/ yes, nowadays it is called Jassy
d/ yes, nowadays it is called Alanya
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Who bought the land to establish the settlement
in Turkey?
a/ Michał Czajkowski
b/ Adam Mickiewicz
c/ Hotel Lambert
d/ Józef Bem

Who were the first settlers in
Adampol?
a/ soldiers
b/ merchants
c/ townspeople
d/ sailors
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What does the name ‘Polonezkӧy’ mean?
a/ the Polish village
b/ the citizens of Poland
c/ Polish farmers
d/ the Poles

Who funded Adampol?
a/ Adam Jerzy Czartoryski
b/ Michał Czajkowski
c/ Ludwika Śniadecka
d/ Bolesław Prus
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Was Ludwika Śniadecka somehow connected to
the history of Adampol?
a/ yes
b/ no
c/ no, she lived in Lithuania
d/ no, a young woman could not have travelled
on her own in those times

In whose honour was the
settlement in Turkey called
Adampol?
a/ Duke Adam Jerzy Czartoryski
b/ Adam Mickiewicz
c/ the Poles
d/ All the people of Adam’s names
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Why was the Polish settlement called Adampol
located in Turkey?
a/ Bearing in mind the Polish exiles, those who
took part in National Uprisings, the Crimean
War, the place was supposed to make their lives
easier
b/ the Poles wanted to better themselves
c/ Poland, the country wanted to have a colony
there
d/ it was located in Turkey so as to allow the
trade between Poland and Turkey flourish

Does the Pope John XXII have
anything to do with the Polish
settlement in Polonezkӧy?
a/ yes, during the Second World
War he visited the village and
baptized some children there
b/ no, he was Italian
c/ no, he lived in the State of
Vatican City all his life
d/ no it was impossible for him to
visit such a small village in Turkey
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Second part: work in group:

Creation „ Fakebook ” of Adampol VIP: also useful :
/www.classtools.net/FB/home-page
Student’s paper:
Excercise 1: /10 min./ Talk with other people in your group :
Pourpose:Your puropse of talk is to find connection between your group participants:
Describe yourself, for exemple :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wher’re you from ?
What are you hobbies ?
What are you learning / studing ?
What is the name of man who fascinates you ?
What do you like to do the most ?

Excercise 2 : Named your group , because of one , common thing / connection / for everybody
Write name here :
Excercise 3: Build your character’s profile: Prince Adam Czartoryski

a. select and draw the picture for the backround /wallpaper image / why did you choose it ?/
b. add some real information / min 5 information/ about your character: born, family,schools,
country, etc ; edit as many as you like
c. create profiles of min. 3 historical persons who could be friends with your character
d. create the profiles of min. 3 non real persons who could be friends with your character
e. add information about what your character could like: books, associations,etc…
f. create min. 5 differents posts of your character /as many you like/.
g. create posts : the answers and comments of friends of your character
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Exercise 4: Together write short characteristic of your person.
Useful topic:
Skills ; what? explain…
Experiences ; what ? explain
Values; what ? explain
Lifestyle;
/3/Physical details, the most distinctive
/3/Phychical attributes

In your group choose one or two person who will present the result of your work.
Thank you !
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